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Who?  We are a practice of speech 
language pathologists and occupational 
therapists who specialize in AAC.  

What do we do? We do individual 
therapy sessions, do intervention 
planning with current AAC device 
owners,  conduct speech generating 
device evaluations to help patients 
acquire devices, consult with and train 

Dynamic Therapy Associates
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other professionals, share resources & 
experiences via Facebook, Twitter & 
Blogspot

Where? We work in our clinic, in 
numerous local school districts and 
present at local, state & national 
assistive technology and speech 
language pathology conferences.

Why?  Because we believe that every person has the right 
to communicate anything they want, whenever, wherever 
and to whomever they want!

www.mydynamictherapy.com
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Who?  

SLP & Clinical Applications Specialist  
with DynaVox Mayer-Johnson 

Holly Schneider, MA CCC-SLP

Solutions  to help individuals 
participate actively in their 
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Why?  Because we believe that every person has the right 
to communicate anything they want, whenever, wherever 
and to whomever they want!

What? 
Our team at DynaVox contributes to the 
development of new products and 
presents at local and national 
conferences about AAC topics, DynaVox 
products and services to clinicians and 
consumers.

daily environments

Agenda Part One

Purpose of Our Project
The Dynamic AAC Goal Grid Concept             
& Components
The Dynamic AAC Goals Planning 
Guide

Everyone has the desire to express 
his or her “needs, wants, preferences; 
to have choices and to say “no”; to 
play; to learn; and to be respected.” 

(Yoder, 2001)

Purpose of Our Project

“AAC treatment philosophy stresses the 
functional value of communication
and the use of any strategies and 
technologies to achieve successful 
communication.”            

(Ansel & Wienrich, 2002)
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Purpose of Our Project

Wants goal Random goal

Needs goal

Yes/no goal

How do we put it all together?
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How do we move beyond eat, drink 
and potty?

Copyright 2009
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Three Questions to be Answered

1. Do you struggle with developing goals and 
implementation plans for AAC users? 

2. Do you have AAC users who have been 
stuck on the same goal for a considerable g
length of time?

3. Do you have difficulty figuring out a way to 
monitor progress and justify treatment 
when an AAC user appears to make 
minimal progress? 

Question #1

1. Do you struggle with developing goals and 
implementation plans for AAC users? 

What if….

Dynamic AAC Goals Planning Guide 
Components

Demographics

Annual and Quarterly Review Graph

InterAACT Framework Chart

Dynamic AAC Goals Grid

Schedule of Routine Activities worksheet

Schedule of Novel Activities worksheet

Annual Target Skills 

Data Progress Record Sheet
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AAC Goals Grid 
resource available to 
download from the 

DynavoxDynavox 
Implementation 

Toolkit
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Dynamic AAC Goal Grid Components

Communication Ability Levels (Dowden/InterAACT)

Emergent, Context-Dependent, Independent

Communicative Competencies (Light)

Linguistic, Social, Operational, Strategic

Intervention planning for today & tomorrow 
(Schneider/Clarke)

Chain of cues (prompting hierarchy) to track 
progress
Goals to address each competency for each 
communication ability level
Planning guide

Communicative 
Competencies

Communication 
Ability Levels Chain of Cues 

(Prompting 
Hierarchy)

Communication Ability Levels

Based on the work of Pat Dowden from 
the University of Washington. 

(http://depts.washington.edu/augcomm/
03_cimodel/commind1_intro.htm)

AAC Users Basically Fall Into the 
F ll i F ti l Skill L l

Assessment – Communication Ability Levels

Following Functional Skill Levels:

Emergent

Context Dependent

Independent

Interaact Framework

Age
Context

Ability
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Emergent Communicator..

Uses facial expression, body language, 
gestures, and/or behaviors (either socially 
appropriate or challenging) to communicate

May be starting to use clear and simple 
symbols (especially in motivating or preferred 
activities) 

Copyright 2009
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May show some variability in both 
understanding and expression from day-to-day 
or activity- to-activity

Relies on communication partner to be a 
successful communicator

Context-Dependent Communicator

Understands general conversations and directions as 
well as same age peers

Uses symbols and objects spontaneously to 
communicate basic needs and wants

Beginning to combine 2 or more symbols to create 
longer and/or more complex messages

Copyright 2009
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longer and/or more complex messages

Communicates best in routines regarding familiar 
topics and, in some cases, with the support of 
communication partners

Developing literacy skills (e.g. letter names and 
sounds, site words, spelling of simple words)

Independent Communicator

Understands communication the 
same as same-age peers

Combines single words, spelling 
and phrases together to 

Copyright 2009
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p g
communicate about a variety of 
subjects as others would at his/her 
age

Literacy and social skills on par 
with same-age peers

Why even talk about 
communication ability levels? 

It helps us to: 

Determine strengths

Identify target skills

Identify potential ability

Set relevant, appropriate and 
obtainable goals

Q & A

Would you address each communicative 
competency area (Linguistic, 
Operational, Social, Strategic) for all 
individuals using AAC (Emergent, 
Context-Dependent and Independent) 

i t ?communicators? 

Q & A

Would the goals to address each 
communicative competency area 
(Linguistic, Operational, Social, 
Strategic) look the same for all 
individuals using AAC – (Emergent, 
C t t D d t d I d d t)Context-Dependent and Independent) 
communicators? 

GPAT Summer Institute 2011 
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Communicative Competence

Communicative competence is:

“the ability to communicate 
functionally in natural 
environments to meet daily 
communication needs” (Light, 
1989)

a baseline level of success in a 
communicative opportunity based 
on the demands of that situation

Composed of 4 parts—social, 
strategic, linguistic, and 
operational

Communicative competence is NOT:

An ending point

An indication of “perfect” communication 
skills

It does not mean mastery of the art of 
communication, but rather a level of 
communication to function in the environment
(Light, 1989).

Linguistic Competence

Receptive and expressive language

Learning and using

Vocabulary—increasing size and 
complexity

Sentence structure--learning to use 
words generatively and with 

27

g y
increasing syntactic complexity 
(Shah, 2007)

Pre-programmed messages—
increasing number and variety

Being flexible with language

Examples of Linguistic Competence (SET-BC, 
2008)

Communicate preferences and interests 
using patterned phrases

I want...I like...I am...

Communicate requests for school or 
personal objects 

I need my walker.
I need a drink.

Ask and ans er basic q estionsAsk and answer basic questions 
(scripted, pre-stored) 

My name is Sarah. What is your name?
I went to the movies. What did you do on 
the weekend?

28

Communicate requests and comments using 
simple generative sentences

“I + want+ book”
“Dad + like(s) + pizza”)

Construct simple grammatical sentences 
using present and past tense (then future 
tense, then complex and compound 
sentences)

29

Use descriptive language
Funny
Big-little
Happy-sad

Operational Competence:

Skills related to the 
maintenance and operation of 
the AAC system

Accessing the system (e.g., 
touch, scanning, etc)
Positioning the system
Adjusting the volume
Charging the device
Programming the device
Troubleshooting common 
technical problems, etc.
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Examples of Operational Competence  (SET-
BC, 2008)

Turn the system on and off 
when appropriate
Adjust volume and/or turn 
speech on and off as needed
Locate high frequency and 
high interest vocabulary on 
the device 

31

Ask for help if equipment 
requires adjustment

Student uses eye gaze to 
direct partner’s attention to an 
unplugged switch
Student uses a gesture to 
indicate that the screen’s 
backlighting needs to be 
adjusted

Social Competence:

Skills needed to communicate 
effectively and in socially appropriate 
ways to:

Interact with others
Gain attention
Introduce a topic
Change a topic
Make comments
Ask questions
Communicate about a variety of topics
Use a variety of communicative functions

Social Competence

Knowledge and application of 
social rules relating to 
interpersonal dynamics.

When to speak, when not to, and 
what to talk about with whomwhat to talk about, with  whom, 
where, when and in  what manner

Knowing when an intended 
communication partner has time 
to talk

Examples of Social Competence (SET-BC, 2008)

Communicate in familiar/routine contexts with 
support

Says good morning to teacher every morning

Takes attendance to office and says a pre-stored 
message (e.g., “Here’s the attendance”) on a 
regular basis

34

Communicate with XXX partners, with YYY 
support

Share a message after the teacher or educational 
assistant says “he has something to tell you on his 
device”

Successfully play a familiar game with a new 
partner

Request a break while on a field trip

Use symbolic communication instead 
of inappropriate behavior 

“I need a break” instead of hitting
“I’m finished” instead of pushing work off 
desk
“I don’t like this” instead of spitting out 
f d

Examples of Social Competence (SET-BC, 2008)
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food

Initiate interactions with others
Use a pre-stored message such as “Hi 
how are you”, “What’s up?” or “Can I 
have a turn?”

Strategic Competency:

Strategies to overcome or 
minimize the functional 
limitations of AAC

Slower rate
“Computerized” speech

Strategies to prevent or repair 
communication breakdowns

AAC user doesn’t understand
Communication partner doesn’t 
understand

Strategies to “make the best of what they do know and what 
they can do” (Light,1996).

GPAT Summer Institute 2011 
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Examples of Strategic Competence (SET-BC, 2008)

Use an introduction strategy with an 
unfamiliar communication partner with 
support

“I use this device to talk”

Recognize the need to obtain the 
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communication partner’s attention before 
initiating a message

Sound or gesture to get the partner’s 
attention first

“Guess what”

“I know that one!”

Proactively inform unfamiliar 
communication partners about strategies to 
interact effectively

Making (or not making) guesses
Positioning self or device
Explaining the meaning of body language
Describing nonverbal communication (e g signaling yes

Examples of Strategic Competence (SET-BC, 2008)

38

Describing nonverbal communication (e.g., signaling yes 
and no)

Select a mode of communication 
appropriate to the listener and situation

Speech with familiar partners
Signs only with people who understand sign
AAC device with those who don’t understand sign

Why are these competencies important?

At the very least, an interaction 
using an AAC system includes:

Initiating a topic

Maintaining a topic (answering orMaintaining a topic (answering or 
asking questions, acknowledging 
and/or commenting

Repairing communication 
breakdowns

Terminate the conversation 
appropriately 

Evan’s Annual Target Goals

Evan will:

(Linguistic): -Sequence information in a logical 
ll ll ( i )manner to tell or retell a story (narrative).

(Operational):-Participates in adding vocabulary 
or messages to the system

Evan’s Annual Target Goals 

Evan will: 

(Social):- Initiate/terminate conversation using 
scripted preprogrammed messagesp p p g g

(Strategic):- Proactively manage the interaction (e.g. 
interacts with “wait” “hang on” while he retrieves 
the message) to let the listener know he is 
engaged

Dynamic AAC Goal Grid Components

Communication Ability Levels (Dowden/InterAACT)

Emergent, Context-Dependent, Independent

Communicative Competencies (Light)

Linguistic, Social, Operational, Strategic

Intervention planning for today & tomorrow 
(Schneider/Clarke)

Chain of cues (prompting hierarchy) to track 
progress
Goals to address each competency for each 
communication ability level
Planning guide
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Least-to-most prompting hierarchy

Promote success
Minimize dependency

Part of the Goal Grid

To indicate the amount of

Chain of Cues

To indicate the amount of 
support required to be 
successful (i.e., competent)

To reflect progress in individuals 
who might take a longer time to 
meet a goal

Chain of cues 

Situation:  Requesting help to get an object 
that is out of reach

Communication Opportunity Targeted:                   
Request “I want help”

Natural Cue: Desired object is out of reach 

Indirect Cue:
S h li ht d l i li ht/ i t d iSearch light – randomly moving light/pointer over device
Verbal – “That sure is up high.”, “What a reach.”, “What?”
Visual/Gestural – shrug of shoulders, “I don’t know” hand 
gesture

Direct Verbal Cue:  “It seems like you need some help.”

Direct Point Cue:  Showing the location of “I want help” on the 
device without activating it (pen light/point)

Physical Assistance

Chain of Cues: 
Represented on Goals Grid 

Natural Cue = Goal Met (GM)

Indirect Cue (IC)

Direct Verbal Cue (DVC)

v

Direct Verbal Cue (DVC)

Direct Pointer Cue (DPC)

Physical Assistance (PA)

Growth can be measured in four ways:

Movement from Emergent to Context 
Dependent or from Context 
Dependent to Independent

Mastering goals in more areas of 
communicative competencep

Mastering more goals within a 
communication ability level

Reducing the levels of prompting 
needed to meet a goal 

Dynamic AAC Goal Grid Components

Communication Ability Levels (Dowden/InterAACT)

Emergent, Context-Dependent, Independent

Communicative Competencies (Light)

Linguistic, Social, Operational, Strategic

Intervention planning for today & tomorrow 
(Schneider/Clarke)

Chain of cues (prompting hierarchy) to track 
progress
Goals to address each competency for each 
communication ability level
Planning guide
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The ultimate purpose in completing 
intervention planning is to provide a 
framework of communication strategies 
which will meet the majority of a person’s 
interaction needs. 

Dynamic AAC Goals Planning 
Guide

1. Determine communication ability level

2. Identify skill strengths and target skills 

3. Identify least possible support needed to 
perform skills

4. Determine contexts in which to teach target g
skills

5. Identify annual goals

Dynamic AAC Goals Planning

1. Determine communication ability level

InterAACT Framework Grid
2. Identify skill strengths and target skills 

Dynamic AAC Goals Grid
3. Identify least possible support needed to 

perform skillsperform skills

Dynamic AAC Goals Grid – Prompt Hierarchy

4. Determine contexts and priority in which to teach 
target skills

Schedule of Routine and Novel Activities
5. Identify annual goals (and review)

Annual Target Skills; Data Progress Sheet

v
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Assessment
Plan

Dynamic AAC Goals Planning 
Guide

1. Determine communication ability level

2. Identify skill strengths and target skills 

3. Identify least possible support needed to 
perform skills

4. Determine contexts in which to teach target g
skills

5. Identify annual goals

Step 1: Determine Communication Ability Level

Step 2: Identify skill strengths and target skills Step 3: Identify least possible support needed to 
perform skills

• Natural Cue = Goal Met (GM)

• Indirect Cue (IC)( )

• Direct Verbal Cue (DVC)

• Direct Pointer Cue (DPC)

• Physical Assistance (PA)
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Step 4: Determine contexts in which to teach 
target skills

Routine 
Activities

Novel 
Activities

Step 5: Identify annual goals Dynamic AAC Goals Planning 
Guide

1. Determine communication ability level

2. Identify skill strengths and target skills 

3. Identify least possible support needed to 
perform skills

4. Determine contexts in which to teach 
target skills

5. Identify annual goals

Getting the bigger picture…

If Evan meets his annual target goals (today goals) ‐ what 
would his tomorrow goals be? 

Questions? 

holly.schneider@dynavoxtech.com

vicki@mydynamictherapy.com
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